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Abstract. More and more companies are using chatbots in customer service. The 

large number of chatbots and their interactions with customers produce a huge 

amount of data, which is useful to track the usage and performance of the chatbot. 

However, many established performance metrics (e.g., intent scores, conversa-

tions per day) could be considered too intuitive to be helpful and are either at a 

very high level or at the level of single question-answer pairs. Our research aims 

to address this challenge by presenting a novel approach and system for conver-

sation analysis of customer service chatbots. More specifically, we extend estab-

lished metrics and concepts with ideas from process mining since every conver-

sation with customer service chatbots can be interpreted as a sequence of discrete 

steps. This paper presents the methodological foundations for our approach, 

which we call conversation mining, and demonstrates its potential with first in-

sights into our prototype. Ultimately, we aim to draw the attention of chatbot 

researchers and practitioners to the value of conversation data by describing a 

novel approach for automatically processing and analyzing at a process level. 
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1 Introduction  

In recent years, especially since 2016, chatbots have become increasingly widespread 

[5]. They automate conversations and the handling of business processes and are par-

ticularly suitable for automated responses to simple customer inquiries or for automat-

ing clearly defined standard processes. Chatbots therefore are ideal and also popular as 

an additional channel for customer service, since many similar concerns that need to be 

processed efficiently occur there [6]. The strengths of chatbots lie in the permanent 

availability and the possible parallelization when processing requests [4]. Since chat-

bots therefore often handle high request volumes, customer service managers need an-

alytical tools to be able to monitor the performance of chatbots as easily as possible [2].  

Systems for chatbot analytics are also essential because chatbots operate independently. 

Either chatbots complete customer touchpoints or there are dropouts somewhere in the 

service process [8]. Thus, to monitor the bot's work and also to prevent "bot rot," i.e., 

neglected chatbot maintenance that impairs the customer experience, customer service 

managers need both, the conversation data and systems to analyze it efficiently. With 

the support of such systems, they can make informed decisions on the design of the 

chatbot and leverage the huge potential hidden in the numerous individual user experi-

ences that have been collected [2, 11, 19]. 
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Because of that importance, chatbot research increasingly focused on the usage data 

that chatbots produce in recent years. For example, it has been investigated how break-

downs in dialogs can be detected (and prevented) [1, 3, 11] or which concepts guide 

the analysis of conversational log data, e.g. with regard to user experience [2, 7, 19]. 

Since users often leave the chatbot when there are problems in the conversation [11], 

the investigation of dialog situations is very important. Although this can be done via 

manual review and coding [10], scalable approaches for large volumes of conversations 

are needed due to efficiency reasons. Furthermore, when investigating chatbot conver-

sations it is important that not only individual question-answer pairs, so-called turns, 

which many research projects addressed, are evaluated, but also dialogs in their entirety 

[2, 19]. We aim to address this existing research gap for the automated analysis of entire 

user-chatbot dialogs [12, 19].  

Since typical task-oriented chatbots in customer service still rely on buttons, click 

paths and/or intent recognition instead of self-learning techniques, human judgment and 

decision-making is required for their improvement [7, 8, 10]. Thus, we aim to support 

customer service managers with actionable insights to easily identify where to improve 

the topics (1), the natural language understanding (NLU) training (2) or the dialog de-

sign of a chatbot (3). To this end, we propose a conversation mining system that uses 

established performance metrics and extends them with an established visual approach 

borrowed from the field of process mining, which we introduce in the following [18, 

19]. The conversation mining project is being conducted in collaboration with a chatbot 

development company that provides customer service chatbots for the energy industry. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 Chatbots in Customer Service 

When a customer wants to handle a service request through the chatbot channel, for 

example changing his/her contact information, it is important that no gap occurs be-

tween his/her expectation and the perceived/actual service performance [9]. For this to 

be guaranteed, two conditions must be met. First, the concern the concern the customer 

expresses to the chatbot must be thematically present in the chatbot and trained in the 

NLU so it can be understood and processed. Second, the process of handling the con-

cern must meet the customer's expectation. Some chatbots do not resolve concerns in 

the channel but only direct customers to the right destination (link). Other chatbots can 

send data inputs from the frontend to ERP systems or retrieve data from them [7]. In 

general, problems within the service processes applied in chatbot dialogs arise when 

the assumptions of the service provider deviated from the expectations the customers 

have [9]. Examples of this are: (1) Customers ask a chatbot about unfamiliar topics, 

such as special products [7]. (2) The chatbot does not understand the customer, for 

example because unknown synonyms are used [13]. Or (3) a subsequent service process 

represented in a fixed chatbot dialog confuses or overwhelms customers, for example 

because they don't know whether they have to enter the customer number in XX or X-

X format [19]. Formats like these and dialog or query logic can be determined by con-

nected ERP systems, their data structure and web services [19]. 
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2.2 Analytics and Process Mining for Chatbot Conversations 

Analyses of customer chatbot conversations show where assumptions about cus-

tomer behavior and actual behavior form a gap [9]. The first fundamental problem, (1) 

missing topics in the chatbot, can only be analyzed indirectly in an automated way [1, 

7, 10]. Since chatbots do not know what they do not know, “unknown topics” are not 

logged. Requests for unknown or out-of-scope topics will instead end up as misrecog-

nized intents (mismatches) or unrecognized intents (low scores) in the log data [10]. 

While low intent scores, also useful to investigate (2) NLU errors on in-scope topics, 

can be easily filtered out via chatbot analytics systems, mismatches are difficult to iden-

tify and would require human resources [10, 13]. What can be analyzed, however, is 

the subsequent course of the conversation: For example, if a customer was not correctly 

understood, he may a) get angry in the following utterance, b) repeat or paraphrase, or 

c) abandon the attempt [2, 11]. This shows that the detection of problematic conversa-

tion situations in retrieval chatbots does not only take place on the single-row-level of 

an utterance and its intent classification, but that the data analysis has to be extended to 

the “vertical”. In some cases (e.g., mismatch), the cause of the error is not automatically 

identifiable, but error indicators (e.g., negative customer sentiment) in the progress of 

the conversation are. In other cases, the progress of the conversation is inconspicuous, 

but there were detectable errors (e.g., technical error in the chatbot response). Thus, for 

automated conversation mining, customizable filter functions that target the occurrence 

of errors and error indicators in the entire conversation are helpful [2, 15, 19]. 

If the customer's topic selection and the intention classification worked, at last (3) 

there may occur problems in the service processes triggered by the chatbot. Whereas 

customers in an “open” conversation situation have the opportunity to perform a variety 

of actions or inputs, the recognition of some intents may also be followed by a static 

dialog, for example, because data must be queried from the customer and validated [15, 

18]. In this case, the chatbot takes the conversational lead and guides the customer 

through a process of information exchange, e.g., starting with an identification [14]: 

 User:  “I would like to cancel my flight” (Cancel_Intent) 

 Bot:  “You want to cancel your flight? Please tell me your contract number:” 

N-step dialogs or processes like this one can be analyzed using process mining methods. 

When a process requires multiple user inputs, e.g using forms or single texts, service 

managers had an expectation/idea of how customers would behave and how the dialog 

should be designed to be customer-friendly and smooth. This expectation can be com-

pared aggregated with the actual behavior of the customers visible in the log data (Con-

formance Checking [18]). Hence, there is 1 ideal variant as well as m real variants of 

how customers can move through an n-step process. In practical terms, the number of 

variants m depends on the customer's “degrees of freedom” on the interface, for exam-

ple, whether the customer is allowed to click a button even though he is asked for input. 

Moreover, if logging is insufficient, the logged variants do not reflect the real variance 

in customers' behavior (interactions) [18]. However, assuming the data source is rich, 

there is a lot of potential in process mining to check for customer-service provider 
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expectation gaps in static dialogs [9, 15, 18]. Furthermore, process mining analysis can 

also be conducted for the non-chatbot-guided conversation parts, illustrating (with a 

high number of variants) typical paths as users “move” through the chatbot. A simple 

application of this is to calculate and visualize the most frequent consecutive intents 

(e.g., “60% of customers move from Intent B to Intent A”, Process Discovery [16, 18]). 

3 Method: Chatbot Conversation Mining  

3.1 Starting Point and Definition of Objectives 

Starting point of the ongoing research project were six 1.5-hour interview sessions with 

four chatbot developers (Product Owner, Operations, NLU, UI/UX) of our industry 

partner and two customer service managers of a B2B customer. All of them emphasized 

the relevance of frequent and automated monitoring and analysis of the chatbot's per-

formance. When asked about possible reasons for problems in customer chatbot con-

versations, analogous to chapter 2, response content, NLU problems and errors in bot-

guided dialogs were described as sources of errors besides user-related errors and a 

weak expectation management. Since the experts especially demanded analytics related 

to the progress of conversations (e.g., to see what customers do before they click a 

specific link), in addition to simpler conventional metrics, e.g. frequency of conversa-

tions, it was decided to deploy process mining technicques as central idea of the system. 

 

3.2 Concept and Development 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Exemplary depiction of a control-flow diagram of a chatbot dialog 

The development of the conversation mining began with capturing the technical pre-

conditions. The central chatbot application of our industry partner is based on the Mi-

crosoft Bot Framework and already records conversational data in a SQL-database [14]. 

We checked the data basis for richness and quality and found the necessary prerequi-

sites in the raw data for simple functions such as data filters like uniquely assigned and 

logged conversation IDs. In addition, classification data from the NLU is logged. To 

plan the single steps for the process mining approach, we started looking at a mostly 

static dialog that was especially problematic for the chatbot users. We drew a control-

flow diagram, shown exemplary in Figure 1, consisting of all possible chatbot or user 

activities (e.g., the chatbot starting Dialog 1). Including user actions as well as data on 

the internal chatbot dialog management, it provides an overview on all the dialog paths 

that a user can follow in the interaction [18]. The control-flow diagram shows the op-

tions of a customer when he or she is in a guided dialog situation. When we compared 
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this model of possible chatbot and user activities with the actual log data we found 

small discrepancies regarding events that were not sufficienctly logged or not differen-

tiated [18]. For example, link clicks were only logged at the conversation level, and for 

bot responses logged as text, there was no identifier for whether it was an arbitrary 1-

message response or a specific step in a guided dialog. Therefore, for the prototype, we 

used a mapping between the logged texts of the chatbot and the texts maintained in the 

chatbot response database to subsequently reproduce dialog positions. In addition, we 

defined all the requirements for raw data logging to meet the principal requirements of 

a process mining event log, such as distinctly logging each real-world event [18]. 

4 Conversation Mining Prototype  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Prototype with Filters, Process Visualization and Basic Metrics 

As a preliminary result, we developed an initial conversation mining prototype shown 

in Figure 2. The system helps to filter and analyze conversations according to quality 

and performance criteria. It allows to select conversations with certain activities, for 

example, those in which an error occurred. At the same time, it visualizes the paths and 

their respective utilization across all conversations. For this purpose, the rectangles sum 

up the cases (conversations) in which certain activities occurred and on the arrows the 

number of the respective transitions can be seen. For our first examined dialog, we were 

able to determine which options or paths were hardly used at all by analyzing the num-

bers of conversations reaching certain bot answers/dialog steps. The prototype also al-

lows to identify problematic situations in the form of loops (an arrow goes from a rec-

tangle to the same one) or terminations (direct arrows from a rectangle to the end node). 

It can be used by customer service managers to explore the sequences of topics in the 

chatbot or to identify how extensively particular dialogs are being used. The prototype 

thus makes topics, utilization, problems or terminations transparent, but is of course 

dependent on the data basis, the event log. The analyses can serve as a basis for deci-

sions on dialog design, topics, and to address particularly critical dropout situations.   
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5 Conclusion and Future Work 

As we were able to show in this position paper, there is great potential in the analysis 

of customer service chatbot log data. In particular, if whole static processes/dialogs or 

conversations are investigated, this opens further opportunities for customer service 

operators to identify chatbot weaknesses and initiate improvements [2, 18]. With our 

conversation mining system as well as the associated design knowledge we therefore 

contribute to a stronger understanding of user-chatbot interactions. We plan to finalize 

the system with further filter options and improved event logs [18]. A limitation of our 

work is that our current process-based analysis is taylored to text-based chatbots. Future 

research could build on that and transfer the concept to other conversational channels. 
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